Abstract-Class evolution, the phenomenon of class emergence and disappearance, is an important research topic for data stream mining. All previous studies implicitly regard class evolution as a transient change, which is not true for many real-world problems. This paper concerns the scenario where classes emerge or disappear gradually. A class-based ensemble approach, namely Class-Based ensemble for Class Evolution (CBCE), is proposed. By maintaining a base learner for each class and dynamically updating the base learners with new data, CBCE can rapidly adjust to class evolution. A novel under-sampling method for the base learners is also proposed to handle the dynamic class-imbalance problem caused by the gradual evolution of classes. Empirical studies demonstrate the effectiveness of CBCE in various class evolution scenarios in comparison to existing class evolution adaptation methods.
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INTRODUCTION
W ITH the rapid development of incremental learning and online learning, mining tasks in the context of data stream have been widely studied [1] , [2] . Generally, data stream mining refers to the mining tasks that are conducted on a (possibly infinite) sequence of rapidly arriving data records. As the environment where the data are collected may change dynamically, the data distribution may also change accordingly. This phenomenon, referred to as concept drift [3] , [4] , is one of the most important challenges in data stream mining. A data stream mining technique should be capable of constructing and dynamically updating a model in order to learn dynamic changes of data distributions, i.e., to track the concept drift.
For classification problems, concept drift is formally defined as the change of joint distribution of data, i.e., pðx; yÞ, where x is the feature vector and y is the class label. Over the past few decades, concept drift has been widely studied [5] , [6] , [7] . The majority of the previous works focus on the concept drift caused by the change in class-conditional probability distribution, i.e., pðxjyÞ. In comparison, class evolution, which is another factor that induces concept drift, has attracted relatively less attention. Briefly speaking, class evolution is concerned with certain types of change in the prior probability distribution of classes, i.e., pðyÞ, and usually corresponds to the emergence of a novel class and the disappearance of an outdated class. Class evolution occurs frequently in practice. For example, new topics frequently appear on Twitter and outdated topics are forgotten with time. Besides, old topics, e.g., topics on festivals, may also become popular again. Such phenomena can also be observed from other types of data streams, such as the clickthrough data of news or advertisements since the interests of clients may change over time. In some literature, class evolution is also called class-incremental learning [8] or concept evolution [9] , [10] , [11] . More formally, let C t denote the set of classes whose prior probability is positive at time stamp t. Class evolution involves the following forms:
Class emergence represents an example of an unknown class is received at the current time. That is, class c emerges at time t if c = 2 C 1 [ C 2 [ Á Á Á [ C tÀ1 and c 2 C t . Such a class is called a novel class. Class disappearance describes the situation in which the example of an existing class would not be received in the next time stamp. That is, if class c disappeared at time t, then c 2 C tÀ1 and c = 2 C t . Class reoccurrence defines the point where a disappeared class recurs later in the data stream. Class c is a recurring class at time t, if c 2
, and c 2 C t .
Since the number of classes may change when class evolution happens, the model needs to be adapted not only to capture the distribution of existing classes, but also to identify that of the novel classes. At the same time, the effects of disappeared classes need to be removed from the model. Hence, in comparison to the change of classconditional probability, class evolution brings additional challenges to data stream mining.
In literature, a few approaches have been proposed to address class evolution problems, e.g., Learn promising performance, they implicitly assume that classes emerge or disappear in a transient manner. In other words, the example generation rate (EGR, i.e., the number of examples generated per-unit time) of a class switches between two states, i.e., a constant positive value and zero. However, in a real-world scenario, it is more likely that classes evolve in a gradual manner. For example, in an early stage, an event may be discussed by a few participants on Twitter; the topic grows in popularity over a period of time and then eventually fade away from attention. Motivated by this consideration, this work investigates the class evolution problem with gradually evolved classes. Gradual evolution of classes refers to the case that classes appear or disappear in a gradual rather than transient manner, i.e., the EGR changes more smoothly. A novel class-based (CB) ensemble approach, namely ClassBased ensemble for Class Evolution (CBCE), is proposed. In contrast to the above-mentioned existing approaches, which process a data stream in a chunk-by-chunk manner and build a base learner for each chunk, CBCE maintains a base learner for every class that has ever appeared and updates the base learners whenever a new example arrives (i.e., in a one-pass manner). Furthermore, a novel under-sampling method is also designed to cope with the dynamic class-imbalance problem induced by gradual class evolution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the problem description and discusses related work. Section 3 presents our adaptation approach. Empirical studies on the proposed as well as the existing approaches are reported in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper with directions for future work.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND RELATED WORK
Problem Description
Let fðx 1 ; y 1 Þ; ðx 2 ; y 2 Þ; . . . ; ðx t ; y t Þ; . . .g denote a data stream, where x t and y t are the example received at time stamp t and its corresponding class label, respectively. Each x t is regarded as being generated from the data source of class y t . By these definitions, class evolution is just the evolution of the data sources, i.e., a data source starts or suspends generating example. In gradual class evolution, the example generation rate of a data source changes gradually. That is, the EGR of an evolved class gradually increases from 0 in class emergence (reoccurrence), and decreases from a positive value to 0 in class disappearance. We denote C t ¼ [ i fc i g as the set of classes with positive EGR at time t. Furthermore, let C novel t , C recurring t be the set of novel and recurring classes at time t (i.e., their EGRs are 0 at time t À 1 and positive at time t), respectively. Let C disappeared t denote the set of the disappeared classes at time t (i.e., their EGRs are positive at time t À 1 and 0 at time t). We have
. The novel (recurring) classes grow and the outdated classes fade away gradually. Therefore, this leads the underlying class set to be unfixed in the mining process.
Related Work
Since class evolution concerns a special case of concept drift, we will first briefly review the typical strategies for dealing with concept drift [3] . Then, we will proceed with the previous works dedicated to class evolution.
A sliding window method stores in memory a number of the most recent examples; the window size can be fixed [15] or variable [16] . The model is updated based on new data, which are stored in the window. Old data, which tend to be affected by concept drift, are forgotten. In the presence of class evolution, although this method is able to adapt a model to class evolution by dropping previous data, it also forgets potentially useful information of the non-evolved classes, inevitably resulting in a negative impact on the mining performance.
Ensemble methods mainly include chunk-based ensembles, on-line ensembles, and hybrid ones [17] . A chunkbased ensemble constructs each base learner by training it with a different chunk of data [18] , [19] . A weighted combination of the base learners is applied to handle the concept drift. In the chunk-based ensemble strategy, class evolution would cause the base learners to have different sets of classes. Taking class emergence as an example, this would cause the collective votes of the earlier base learners to outweigh the correct votes for the novel class [12] . On-line ensembles, e.g., on-line bagging and boosting [20] , update each base learner in an on-line manner. This scheme would take a long time for class evolution adaptation. Hybrid ensemble methods aim to combine chunk-based ensembles and on-line ensembles, so as to have the advantages of both in a single framework. For example, the recently proposed AUE2 [21] algorithm employs each chunk of data to initialize a new base learner and to update all existing ones. Then, base learners are weighted according to their accuracies to adapt to the concept drift. Considering class emergence, since the base learner is mainly trained by the non-evolved class, the novel class is highly imbalanced in the existing base learners. Moreover, the examples from the novel classes are not enough in the early stage of gradual class evolution. Hence, it is still difficult to recognize novel class efficiently when class evolution occurs.
Apart from the previous strategies, drift detection methods explicitly determine the drift of concept and update the model accordingly [5] , [22] , [23] . In order to adapt to the new concept, most of these approaches [22] , [23] forget any information learnt before the detected drift. Similarly to the sliding window strategy, for class evolution, this means that useful information will be forgotten. DDD [5] is a special type of drift detection method that keeps old ensembles while they are useful. However, DDD can only keep old ensembles corresponding to one of the previous concepts. Therefore, in the case of class evolution, DDD will also forget information when more than one class evolution behavior happens over time.
Class reoccurrence in class evolution is relevant to recurrent concept drift, which represents the case where a past concept reoccurs again in the data stream [24] , [25] , [26] . However, the two cases are substantially different. Recurrent concept means a reoccurred joint distribution for all data, and thus the whole class set involved in the concept also reoccurs. On the other hand, when class reoccurrence happens, the current concept may not be identical to any previous concept since some other classes might have disappeared. Hence, class reoccurrence may not lead to a recurrent concept, and thus might not be handled effectively with existing algorithms for recurrent concept drift.
To summarize, although the research progress on general concept drift provides inspirations for tackling class evolution, few approaches proposed therein are directly applicable in this particular case. Hence, it is unsurprising that the dedicated research on class evolution can be dated back to more than one decade ago, when Zhou and Chen [8] put forward the concept of class-incremental learning (C-IL). Since then, two major families of methods have been developed for class evolution.
The first family of algorithms includes MineClass [9] , ECSMiner (ECSM, [13] ), CLAM [14] , MCM [10] , [27] and SCANR [11] . All of them process data streams chunk by chunk. They consider class evolution from two perspectives, i.e., novel class detection and class evolution adaptation. The former task is to detect a potentially unknown class and assist human experts in data labeling. The second one, which is the focus of this work, aims to effectively maintain the model to adapt to class evolution. For class evolution adaptation, MCM and SCANR simply employ the chunk-based ensemble approach for concept drift. MineClass and ECSM extend this to a new model selection method to select related learners for voting and drop outdated ones. CLAM develops a class-based structure, where the examples for each class are trained separately. The model selection method and classbased structure are specifically designed for the main characteristic of class evolution, i.e., an unfixed class set in the learning process. However, the above strategies still have their drawbacks: (1) For class emergence, ECSM ignores the unconfident votes of aged models trained without the novel class. However, the judgment on the confidence of a vote, which relies on the outlier detection, is nontrivial. Since the example size of the novel class in each chunk increases in the class emergence stage, the base learners tend to mark the examples of novel classes in the later chunks as outliers. This will cause ECSM to misjudge the votes from the early base learners as being unconfident. For class disappearance, it removes the outdated models from the ensemble. However, if the class reoccurs later, the model needs a re-training of this class, and this makes the model inefficient. (2) In CLAM, when learning each chunk, the examples of each class are grouped into k clusters to make decision. CLAM uses k-means [28] to generate the decision boundary, but it is difficult to set a generally suitable k value for each chunk, especially for the gradual class evolution. In particular, in the early stage of emergence (reoccurrence) and the late stage of disappearance, the examples of the evolved class may be too few to be clustered. A large k value is unsuitable when a class emerges or disappears, and a small one may lead to an unsatisfactory performance when its example size becomes large enough.
The other family of algorithms related to class evolution are the variants of the Learn ++ [29] , i.e., Learn
++
.NC (LNC, [12] ), Learn ++ .UDNC (LUDNC, [30] ) and Learn ++ .NCS (LNCS, [31] ). They are inspired by AdaBoost [32] , and construct a set of base learners for each chunk. In traditional chunk-based ensembles, when a novel class emerges, the former base learners that have been trained without this class will outvote the most recent ones. In order to overcome this problem, a novel weight assignment mechanism, called a dynamically weighted consult-and-vote (DW-CAV), is presented in LNC. In order to learn imbalanced data, LUDNC and its more general version, LNCS, are proposed. The SMOTE [33] oversampling strategy acts as a wrapper to preprocess the training data in LNCS. Shortcomings for these algorithms are discussed: (1) The weights for base learners are difficult to tune, especially in complicated evolution scenarios. For example, a novel class emerges with another class disappearing. In classifying the example of the novel class, the weight for the later base learner may still be pulled down, if the earlier learners classify it as the disappeared class. (2) In the learning process of these algorithms, each base learner should guarantee that the cumulative weight for the misclassified examples in its chunk is below 0.5; if this is the case, a new one should be trained instead. However, this requirement is hard to meet for the dynamically imbalanced data, especially when the data is complicated and multiple classes exist in the data stream. In this situation, the algorithm may never end. (3) Due to the dynamic class-imbalance problem in gradual class evolution, the example size may be large enough in some chunks while very limited in others. Although the minority class is considered in LNCS, the chunk-based learning method cannot effectively make use of the data. Furthermore, since all base classifiers are maintained, it is considerably time-consuming to dynamically calculate the weights of these classifiers for each test example.
THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, the problem of class evolution adaptation is analyzed first. Then, the new approach as well as the details of each component will be described. Finally, the approach is analyzed and summarized.
Problem Analysis
To further clarify the problem of class evolution adaptation, the risk of misclassification is evaluated for the case of 0-1 loss. Gradual class evolution leads the data stream to be dynamically imbalanced; in addition, the prior probability of each class may even fluctuate dramatically. In this situation, examples tend to be classified as majority classes, and the examples of minority classes are hard to identify. To eliminate this influence, a weight e i t at time t for misclassifying the example of class c i is set, as e i t ¼ 1=P t ðc i Þ, where P t ðc i Þ is the prior probability of class c i at time t. For class c i at time t, the risk for classifying x t as class c i is
where P t ðc j jx t Þ is the posterior probability of class c j given example x t . To maximize the learning performance, the classification risk (i.e., Eq. (1)) at each time step t needs to be minimized. Since e i t is set as 1=P t ðc i Þ, the minimization problem turns to be
Since P t ðx t Þ is the same for all classes, Eq. (2) is equivalent to which is equivalent to
By dividing each item in Eq. (4) by P j P t ðx t jc j Þ, the problem is transformed into
In other words, the original problem of minimizing misclassification risk transforms into the problem of finding the maximal likelihood, which is
Class-Based Ensemble for Class Evolution
Eq. (6) suggests that the optimal classification strategy is to assign an example according to the likelihood that it belongs to a class. Therefore, a natural approach to this problem is to maintain a model for each class so that the likelihood can be explicitly estimated. For this reason, the CBCE approach is proposed. Each class-based model (CB model) is maintained for a certain class c i and an example x is classified according to
where the function CBMClassify returns the likelihood P ðxjc i Þ or scores that can be used to estimate P ðxjc i Þ. Depending on the current class evolution state, the CBCE algorithm manages the CB models in mining tasks. Specifically, it may create a new CB model for a novel class, inactivate an outdated CB model for a disappeared class and re-activate the CB model when the class reoccurs again. Since the class conditional probability is also likely to change in a real-world data stream, the previously built model for a class could become invalid later. Hence, CBCE also involves a scheme to detect and handle the invalid CB model.
Class-Based Model
A class-based model is one that is specifically constructed for a certain class to get the likelihood (or related score) of a test example. A variety of models are possible candidates for a CB model, e.g., one-class classifier and clustering model.
In this work, the CB model is implemented as a binary classifier that is able to output its classification posterior probability. In each CB model, with the one-versus-all strategy, the represented class is the positive class (+1) and the others are the negative one (À1) as a whole. According to Bayesian theory, the posterior probability P t ðþ1jx t Þ for the positive class at time t is
where P t ðx t Þ is the same for all classes. If the training data are balanced in CB models, P t ðþ1Þ is a constant 1=2. In this condition, the posterior probability for positive class is proportional to the likelihood of the positive class, i.e., the specific class the CB model is maintained for. In other words, the probability can be used as the score to represent the likelihood for making decisions. The positive and negative classes are likely to be imbalanced in a CB model. Although class-imbalanced problem has been intensively investigated, most previous studies [31] , [34] focus on static class-imbalanced problems. In our case, the prior distribution may change over time, leading to a dynamic class-imbalanced problem. To address this issue, an under-sampling strategy is embedded in each CB model. The sampling probabilities for the positive and negative classes are different. As each CB model acts as an "expert" for its corresponding class, all of the examples received from this positive class are selected. The data size of the negative classes is usually larger than the positive one. Furthermore, the size of each class dynamically changes due to the gradual class evolution. These negative examples are sampled by under-sampling with a dynamic probability, which aims to select the negative data with the same size as the positive ones. Denoting w i t as the prior probability of class c i at time t, the probability of sampling the negative examples for c i is calculated as
In on-line learning, the underlying prior probability w i t is hard to be observed. To quickly and accurately estimate w i t , it is tracked by the time decay method [35] , [36] as:
where b ð0 < b < 1Þ denotes the decay factor, and 1½y t ¼ c i ¼ 1 if y t , the true class label of x t , is c i , otherwise 0.
To conveniently apply CBCE in practice, a constant decay factor is used for the prior probabilities of all classes. Since the estimated prior probability will be updated exponentially, it will quickly achieve its underlying value. The appropriate value for b is 0.9, which has been determined after comprehensive experiments. The learning procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. When a new example is received, every CB model will update the estimation of prior probability of its class (lines 2 and 5). For the class that the currently received example belongs to, its CB model uses it for updating directly (line 3). For the other CB models, the example is first sampled with the dynamic sampling probability, and then used to update the models as a negative training example (lines 6 and 7).
Algorithm 1. UpdateCBModel
Input: ðx t ; y t Þ, the example at time t; CBM i , the CB model of class c i ; and w i tÀ1 , the prior probability of c i at time t À 1 Output: CBM i , the updated CB model 1: if CBM i is the corresponding CB Model for y t then 2: In the CBCE framework, a CB model is required to provide its output in the form of score and can be updated onthe-fly. Quite a few classical base leaners satisfy the first requirement, and logistic regression might be the model that has been mostly investigated with regard to the second issue. Hence, the online Kernelized Logistic Regression (KLR, [37] ) is employed in this work as the base learner. It should be noted that CBCE does not necessarily require to establish only one CB model for each class, and in some cases an ensemble model might be more suitable than a single model for a class. For example, if the minority class may comprise small disjuncts of data, a possibly better option for the CB model is to employ cluster over-sampling techniques [38] , [39] and build a model for each disjunct of data.
The KLR adopted in this work takes the form as:
where t is the time stamp, n i is the number of examples trained in CBM i , a i j is the coefficient for the jth term in CBM i , and kðÁ; ÁÞ is the kernel function. The posterior probability for the ith CB model is
After being fed with each training example, the online KLR algorithm updates the current classifier by stochastic gradient descent with model truncation [37] . With this implementation, the CB model can predict the probability of the classification and learn the data stream with linear time complexity.
Class Evolution Adaptation
Class evolution has three basic elements, i.e., the emergence of novel classes, the disappearance of outdated classes, and the reoccurrence of disappeared classes. When a novel class c i emerges at time stamp t, CBCE first estimates its prior probability w i t , and then initializes a new CB model CBM i for it. The prior probability is initially estimated after receiving the first two examples of this class. Denoting ExampleSize as the example size of the negative classes between these two examples, the prior probability is estimated as follows:
Based on the two examples of novel class and the negative examples between them, the CB model is initialized. Next, the CB model participates in classifying the subsequent data stream. For class disappearance, the approach has to determine the disappearance when a class is shrinking; following this, its CB model should be managed to ensure not to affect the recognition of other classes. Since the evolution state is tracked in CB models, a sufficiently small prior probability threshold, e.g., b
1;000 (b is the decay factor in Section 3.3), can be used for disappearance confirmation. That is, if the class has been absent for 1,000 consecutive time stamps, it is thus considered to have disappeared. The decision boundary of the CB model, as implemented by binary classifier, merely separates one class from another. In this case, if the class-conditional probability distribution changes or a novel class emerges on the boundary, the original CB model for the disappeared class would be inaccurate and also influence the novel class. Therefore, the CB model of the disappeared class is inactivated in classification. Besides, when a class is considered to have disappeared, its estimated prior probability is set to be 0, which also means its CB model is suspended for updating.
Class reoccurrence means that an example with the label of a disappeared class is received again. Effective handling of class reoccurrence could make use of past training efforts. For the inactivated CB model of a disappeared class, it can be used again for classification when an example with an old label arrives, which makes CBCE efficient. Once class reoccurrence happens, the model re-estimates the prior probability in the same way as class emergence, and activates the CB model in classification.
This mechanism to deal with the three key components of class evolution is wrapped around each CB model, which equips CBCE to track gradually evolved classes effectively. The procedure of class evolution adaptation is summarized in Algorithm 2. Depending on the change of prior probability, class evolution behavior can be determined. The active CB models are updated by the sampled data, and the inactive ones are stored additionally in case of class reoccurrence.
Algorithm 2. ClassEvolutionAdaptation
Input: ðx t ; y t Þ, the example at time t; CBM i , the obtained CB models at t À 1, i ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; jCBMj; C t , the class set at t; and w i t , the prior probability of c i at time t Output: CBM, the class-based ensemble 1: C t C tÀ1 2: if no CBM i is available for y t then 3: == class emergence 4: C t C t [ fy t g 5: if x t is the first example of class y t then 6:
buffer the incoming examples for class y t 7: else if x t is the second example of class y t then 8:
initialize the w 
Class-Conditional Probability Change Adaptation
Although CBCE focuses on class evolution adaptation in data stream mining, it is also very likely that class conditional probability distribution changes over time.
In CBCE, the change of class-conditional probability distribution means that the CB model is no longer able to correctly identify its corresponding positive examples. To handle this problem, a simple and yet effective drift detection method, DDM [22] , is applied to check a CB model's validity. If a CB model was significantly affected by this type of change, it would be re-initialized. Each example used for training the CB model is incorporated for the detection of the change. If the warning level is reached, the CB model is likely to be outdated and the following sampled examples are stored. If DDM detects a drift in a CB model, the model is re-initialized by these examples. Through this method, the likelihood value obtained with each CB model is avoided to be affected by the change of class-conditional probability distribution.
Summary and Analysis
In CBCE, when a new example is received, the ensemble model first predicts its label for practical use. After obtaining the true label of this example, each CB model is updated to track the up-to-date concept. If a novel class emerges, a new CB model corresponding to this class is initialized. A sufficiently small prior probability of a class implies its disappearance. In this case, the corresponding CB model is inactivated but still conserved. If a disappeared class reoccurs, the corresponding CB model will be re-activated with the prior probability of the class being re-estimated from the current data. In order to handle the dynamic classimbalance problem caused by the gradual process of class evolution, CB models use under-sampling with a dynamic probability to sample the examples to balance the training data. It is noted that all active CB models are used for classification, with decision determined by choosing a class whose CB model outputs the highest score. A change detection method is used to monitor changes in the classconditional probability distributions corresponding to each CB model. If a change is detected, the corresponding CB model is reset.
As mentioned before, most existing approaches for class evolution, such as LNCS and ECSM, process a data stream chunk by chunk. The class-based framework adopted by CBCE has a number of advantages in comparison to the existing methods. First, since a CB model is specifically maintained for a certain class, it is flexible to be created or removed to adapt to class evolution. This also decouples the whole model, and makes each CB model simple and concentrate on a single class. Second, by using the CB model, only a few of base learners need to be maintained, equal to the number of classes. Third, for massive-volume data streams, the master-slave structure (CB model -ensemble strategy) of the learning system is also very convenient for parallelization and distributed implementation.
The loss of the classification result for each example is bound by the online learning approach. Scaled in ½0; 1, the output score of a CB model is ideally 1 for the correct class and 0 for others. In the case of binary classifiers, the expected score can be viewed as the posterior probability that an example belongs to the positive class, i.e., P ðþ1jx t ; CBM i Þ. For testing example x t from class c i , the weighted 0-1 loss is e i t for incorrect classification and 0 for the correct one. It can be found that the loss Lðx t Þ is bounded as follow:
Lðx t Þ e i t Á ðð1 À P ðþ1jx t ; CBM i ÞÞ þ X j6 ¼i P ðþ1jx t ; CBM j ÞÞ; (14) where ð1 À P ðþ1jx t ; CBM i ÞÞ represents the gap of CBM i to the optimum, and P j6 ¼i P ðþ1jx t ; CBM j Þ is the sum of values from all other CBMs. Then, Lðx t Þ e i t Á ðð1 À P ðþ1jx t ; CBM i ÞÞ þ X j6 ¼i ð1 À P ðÀjx t ; CBM j ÞÞÞ: (15) For class c i , P ðþ1jx t ; CBM i Þ is the posterior probability for correct classification by CBM i , and P ðÀjx t ; CBM i Þ is the posterior probability for correct classification in other CB models. If P correct i ðx t Þ is used instead as the probability of correct classification for any CB model, then the loss is bounded as follow:
where jC t j is the number of classes at t. The values of e i t and jC t j are the same for each class. For each CB model, with more training data, the confidence of correct classification (P correct i ðx t Þ), is expected to be increased. From the above analysis, it can be found that the loss is bounded based on the performance of each CB model. With more training data for each CB model, the models would be more accurate, with each CB model having a higher confidence in its prediction. The bound would gradually get tighter and the performance better.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The properties and performance of CBCE were observed through two types of experiments, i.e., the visualization experiment and the comparative experiment.
Visualization Experiment of CBCE
This experiment aims to visualize the learning process of CBCE to gain a deeper understanding of its behavior. For this purpose, a two-dimensional synthetic data stream is generated, which involves 10,000 examples from four classes. The data distribution and the class evolution behaviors of the four classes are shown in Fig. 1 . Different types of class evolution behaviors are designed for the four classes. Class 1 is a stable class without evolution. Class 2 firstly disappears and then reoccurs. Class 3 is a novel class that gradually emerges. Class 4 represents a sudden event in which a class emergence is closely followed by a disappearance. Assume the EGR is 1 when in a stable condition for each class. Part of the Gaussian bell curve is employed to simulate the gradual increase or decrease of the EGR in Fig. 1b . The peak position of a Gaussian curve represents EGR = 1. The 3-sigma position approximately represents EGR = 0, which corresponds to the beginning of class emergence (reoccurrence) or the end of the disappearance process.
Gaussian Kernel is chosen as the kernel function in the online KLR of a CB model, and the kernel width s is set as the 5th percentile of the pairwise distances between all pairs of examples [40] . As the class-conditional probability distribution is stable in the synthetic data stream, CBCE, without the detector for the change of class-conditional probability, is applied in this experiment. To tune the parameters in KLR, an initial fraction of the synthetic data stream is utilized with a variant of five-fold cross validation, i.e., leaving out an example from every five examples to construct the training stream. By this method, the parameters are set as h ¼ 0:01, ¼ 0:1, and s ¼ 0:1.
The decision boundaries corresponding to the four CB models are plotted in Fig. 2 .
Specifically, after the first 1,000 examples have been processed, the CB models for class 1 (red) and 2 (blue) are constructed. When 2,000 and 3,000 examples have been processed, it can be found that the CB models for class 3 (green) and class 4 (orange) have been initialized. Meanwhile, the CB models for classes 1 and 2 are updated. After the 4,000th example is processed, class 2 disappears (no new example belongs to class 2 in diagram) and the corresponding CB model remains unchanged until class 2 reoccurs again after the 6,000th example. The final CB models obtained after processing the entire data stream are shown in the last diagram of Fig. 2 . It can be observed that the four CB models effectively separate the examples of different classes. Besides, it can also be found that CBCE incrementally adjusts each CB model to be a good local "expert" and is capable of adapting itself to the evolution of classes.
Comparative Experiment
To verify the performance of CBCE, a comprehensive comparison between CBCE and other approaches is carried out in the comparative experiment.
Data Set
Two sets of synthetic data streams and one set of real-world data streams are used in the experiment.
Synthetic data. Letter recognition data set (16 numeric attributes) and Statlog (landsat satellite) data set (36 numeric attributes) from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [41] are modified to compose the synthetic data streams. They are generated by re-arranging the examples to fit the class evolution setting. For both data sets, examples of four classes are extracted as the source of the data streams. In the Letter recognition set, letters "a", "b", "c" and "d" represent these four classes, respectively. In the Statlog set, "red soil" is used as class 1, "grey soil" as class 2, "cotton crop" as class 3, and class 4 is represented by "damp grey soil".
Three fundamental class evolution scenarios (Fig. 3) are considered, i.e., class emergence, class disappearance and reoccurrence, and multiple class evolution. Almost all complicated class evolution scenarios can be decomposed into the three basic ones. Furthermore, the use of the three basic scenarios also allows a close observation of the performance of each approach.
Class 1 to 3 from the synthetic data sets are used in scenarios a and b, and all the four classes are used in scenario c. As shown in Fig. 3 , class 3 (green) is designed as an evolved class with class emergence in scenario a, and class disappearance and reoccurrence in scenario b. In scenario c, class 3 and class 4 (orange) successively emerge and then disappear, as a more complex situation. As the description in the previous experiment, 1,650 examples are extracted from each Letter recognition data stream, and 2,750 examples from each Statlog data stream.
Real-world data. UDI TwitterCrawl Dataset [42] , including 50 million tweets posted mainly from 2008 to 2011, is involved. Each record in this data set has its own time stamp and the order of examples in the data stream is completely genuine, without any modification. Since the hashtag roughly describes the tweet's topic, it was used as the class for each tweet record. If more than one hashtags exist in a tweet, one of them is selected randomly as its label.
Four tweet stream fragments from the whole tweet set are captured by selecting different topics as the classes of interest, i.e., tweet stream a, b, c, and tweet stream-20 classes. The first three tweet streams correspond to the three basic class evolution scenarios a, b and c described in the synthetic data, for further observation. Specifically, tweet stream a, involving 39,600 tweets, represents the class emergence scenario. It has the topic of "royal wedding" (class 3, between Prince William and Kate Middleton) acting as the novel class. Corresponding to the class disappearance and reoccurrence scenario, tweet stream b takes a fragment of 15,004 tweets, with the topic of "Christmas" (class 3) as the evolved class. Tweet stream c (the multiple novel classes scenario) covers 68,750 tweets, where the topics of "royal wedding" and "bin Laden" (class 4, the news about the hunt for Osama Bin Laden) are the novel classes. In the three streams, the topics of "job" (class 1) and "music" (class 2) act as the "stable" classes. To obtain a high fidelity simulation of real class evolution scenarios, tweet stream-20 classes is generated. It involves 143,381 tweets with 20 classes, including 9 "stable" classes and 11 evolved classes. Since the class evolution state along the tweet streams is implicit, the prior probabilities of classes through the tweet streams is estimated by Eq. (10) After getting the tweet streams, the text of each tweet is transferred into the TF-IDF vectors. 242, 247, 242 and 524 numerical features are generated, respectively, for the tweet streams a, b, c and the tweet stream -20 classes. From Fig. 5 , it can be seen that class evolution may occur frequently in tweet stream. Besides, according to the visualization of tweet stream in Fig. 6 , it can be observed that the class-conditional probability distribution also changes over time in tweet stream.
Compared Approaches
The synthetic data streams are constructed from data sets with fixed distribution. For these streams, CBCE without class-conditional probability change adaptation is tested.
Since the class-conditional probability changes in tweet data, CBCE with the distribution change adaptation (named as CBCE d ) is tested as well on tweet streams. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing approach for class evolution is designed to process data streams in an online manner. Hence, four state-of-the-art approaches for class evolution, including ECSM [13] , CLAM [14] , LNCS [31] and AUE2 [21] , are employed in our comparative studies. These approaches all mine data streams in a chunk-by-chunk manner. In the experiment, they were given the advantage of collecting the examples first, i.e., they update the corresponding models when a chunk of examples have been collected. It is noteworthy that CLAM trains a model using the k-means clustering method, and implicitly presumes that each class comprises at least k examples. Thus, if a class comprises less than k examples in a chunk, the class will be regarded as a single cluster directly.
To verify how much better the sophisticated methods perform, kNN over a sliding window of a fixed size (SKNN), is also tested as a baseline. Considering the feature of the sliding window strategy, SKNN would work nicely for the concept drift with abrupt changes, because the change of data distribution is fast and will not cause lasting impacts on model construction.
Parameter Settings
The parameters for CBCE and CBCE d are set according to the parameter setting description in the previous experiment. For the synthetic data streams, the parameters are set h (5), the term whose coefficient is small enough (i.e., 10 À5 ) will be dropped by the truncation operation [37] . For the tweet streams, 5,000 examples would be stored at most, and the exceeding examples would also be truncated.
All parameters of other compared approaches are set either according to the default setting or by trial-and-error to get an overall satisfactory performance. Specifically, for each algorithm, the default values for its parameters (as suggested in the original publication) were adopted as the initial choices. Then, a grid search was applied to the values around the default settings. SKNN is online trained with a sliding window, and all other compared approaches process data streams chunk-by-chunk. The same chunk and window sizes are tested for all algorithms for the sake of fairness. The setting details of these approaches are described as follows.
In LNCS, the number of base learners for each chunk of data is set as 10 according to [12] , [31] . For the synthetic data streams, 10 Multi-layer Perceptrons (MLP, 1 hidden layer with 20 neurons, 0.05 error goal) are trained for each chunk as the suggested default setting [12] , [31] . Due to the complexity of tweet data streams, the base learner may not meet the requirements of LNCS, thus causing the algorithm never to end. After testing MLP, KLR and decision tree, we chose decision tree as the based learner in tweet streams, as it is most likely to finish the mining of the tweet streams. The k value (number of the nearest neighbors) for SMOTE wrapper in LNCS is set as 3.
Other chunk-based ensemble methods, i.e., CLAM and ECSM, and the hybrid one, i.e., AUE2, all involve the ensemble size, k, as a parameter. The above-mentioned grid search procedure confirmed that a relatively small value of k (e.g., around 3-5) as suggested in the original publications generally performs well. Hence, k was set to 3 (default setting in [14] ), 3, and 5 for CLAM, ECSM, and AUE2, respectively. The other parameters of CLAM and ECSM were also fine-tuned by grid search. Specifically, the cluster number of CLAM was set to 5, the number of pseudo-points in ECSM was set to 10 and 100 for the synthetic and twitter data streams, respectively. Besides, the number of nearest neighbors was set to 3 according to a line search from 1 to 10.
Evaluation
The comparative studies are conducted mainly from two perspectives. First, to provide a detailed analysis on the performance in different types of class evolution, a fixed chunk/ window size (i.e., one eleventh of the stream size) is applied. The a, b and c scenarios of synthetic streams and tweet streams were used for this purpose. We apply F1 score on the evolved class to check the approaches' ability in adapting to class evolution, and use the G-mean for multiple classes [43] to measure the overall mining performance, i.e., G-mean
, where R i is the recall for class c i . The G-mean is a better overall performance measure than accuracy for imbalanced data and is insensitive to the degree of imbalance. Second, to investigate the impact of chunk size (or window size) on the compared algorithms, experiments have also been conducted with different sizes for all algorithms. The average G-mean for multiple classes is used to measure the performance of each approach. To be fair, the first chunk (chunk 0) is just used for model initialization. Except for the evaluation of classification ability, the time efficiency is also compared as a metric.
The detailed performance of the approaches under basic scenarios in synthetic data streams is shown in Figs. 7 and 8 . Fig. 7 shows the F1 score of the evolved classes. In the class emergence scenario (Figs. 7a and 7b) , it can be observed that CBCE is able to adapt to the novel class rapidly, even in the early stage of emergence. CBCE also shows a high F1 score in the disappearance and reoccurrence scenario (Figs. 7c and  7d ). Since ECSM drops the outdated base learners when a class disappears, it cannot identify the examples of that class effectively when it reoccurs again. The multiple novel classes scenario (Figs. 7e and 7f) demonstrates the F1 scores of two evolved classes. The left part of the two figures represents the first novel class (class 3), and the right part shows the F1 scores of the second one (class 4). In classifying the examples of class 3, CBCE stays ahead in the same way as scenario a. For the second novel class, CBCE still works well, while the performance of the compared approaches obviously decreases. Fig. 8 shows the results of G-mean for each approach. It can be observed that CBCE performs the best among all the approaches, and the class evolution makes minimal impact on the CBCE. For the other approaches, the second evolved class in scenario c is not only hard to be identified but also deteriorates their overall performance.
The F1 score and G-mean results achieved on tweet streams is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 . In addition to CBCE, CBCE d is also tested in the tweet streams. The results of CBCE and CBCE d are similar, and CBCE d improves slightly in general. The result of CBCE is roughly consistent with that in the synthetic streams. For the F1 result in the multiple novel class scenario, the first novel class (Fig. 10c) still performs the best among all compared approaches. However, the F1 scores on the second novel class (Fig. 10d) of CBCE are not as good as the previous results. It might be the reason that class 4 emerges suddenly and almost all the tweets at that time belong to this topic and then the prior probability of class 4 drops down quickly. Interestingly, the suddenly emerged topic exposes the shortcoming of chunk-based approaches, which detect the new class only when it is fading away. Comparing the G-mean result with that of synthetic data streams, the performance of CBCE drops slightly. The reason might be the specificity of tweet data. For example, the tweet and re-tweet share the same topic and are always posted at very close times. Besides, using "job" topic as an example, many job recruitment tweets are posted all at once. The characteristic of tweet data leads to a wild fluctuation of prior probability, and the imbalance problem turns out to be extremely dynamic, instead of evolving smoothly. However, this problem is relieved in the compared approaches, which process the examples in a chunk as a whole. Even so, CBCE and CBCE d still generally perform better. To compare the algorithms with different settings of chunk size, the average G-mean [44] over each chunk is adopted to evaluate the approaches for the whole data stream. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the average G-mean result of all approaches under different chunk (or window) sizes. For the synthetic data streams (Table 1 ), the result clearly shows that CBCE is significantly better than the other compared methods. Although the data sets for synthetic streams are not complicated, some compared approaches still perform similar to and even worse than the simple baseline approach SKNN. A similar result can be obtained from the tweet streams. For tweet stream a-c, CBCE and CBCE d are significantly better than other approaches. For tweet stream-20 classes, the evolution behaviors are more complicated. Thus the performance of all the compared algorithms deteriorate significantly on this data stream. However, it can be still observed that CBCE and CBCE d outperform the other algorithms when the chunk size is relatively small. Since a chunk size of 30,000 might be sufficiently large for building an accurate model based on a single chunk, such a setting favors chunk-based ensembles. As a result, LNCS and CLAM perform better in this case. Furthermore, since tweet stream b was collected from two separate time spans, it is more likely to involve significant concept drift in terms class-conditional distribution. Thus, the clear advantages of CBCE d over CBCE on this stream demonstrates the effectiveness of the DDM component. On the other hand, tweet streams a and c were collected within a much shorter period (about 2 or 3 months) and the concept might only drift slightly between two consecutive data chunks. Hence, the difference between CBCE d and CBCE is not significant in these cases. The effectiveness of DDM also deteriorate on tweet stream-20 classes due to the complexity of this stream. Furthermore, Friedman tests have been conducted to analyze the empirical results, as shown in Table 3 . It can be observed that CBCE and CBCE d are significantly better than all the compared algorithms. The runtime of the approaches are compared under the same computing environment (2 CPUs of 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5, 8 GB main memory), as shown in Fig. 11 .
The chunk size is selected as one eleventh of the stream size for scenarios a to c and 10,000 for the tweet stream-20 classes. The letter streams and stalog streams share the same data size for different scenarios, and the time is averaged and presented as a whole. CBCE is competitive in terms of runtime in the experiment with synthetic data streams but a little worse in the tweet streams. Due to the chunk-based mining manner and the simple example process method, AUE2, CLAM and ECSM generally perform best in both the synthetic data steams and the tweet data streams.
From the comparison of the mining results, CBCE is shown to outperform other algorithms in adapting different types of class evolutions for both the evolved classes and the whole data streams. The empirical study also confirms that CBCE has a satisfactory time efficiency in mining data streams. Generally speaking, CBCE is able to construct a satisfactory model for handling gradual class evolution. However, the results on tweet stream-20 classes also show that data stream mining with multiple and complex evolved classes is still a tough problem. To further investigate CBCE, the influence of decay factor and disappearance threshold is studied, as shown in Fig. 12 . It can be found that a decay factor of 0.9 allows CBCE to achieve a good result in all the data streams. Considering the tracking of prior probability of classes as well, 0.9 is recommended as the default setting of decay factor. Disappearance threshold is a parameter specific to each application. From the result, a small value (e.g., less than 2 À16 ) is a good initial setting.
CONCLUSION
Previous investigations on data stream mining assume class evolution to be the transient changes of classes, which does not hold for many real-world scenarios. In this work, class evolution is modeled as a gradual process, i.e., the sizes of classes increase or shrink gradually. A new data stream mining approach, CBCE, is proposed to tackle the class evolution problem in this scenario. CBCE is developed based on the idea of a class-based ensemble. Specifically, CBCE maintains a base learner for each class and updates the base learners whenever a new example arrives. Furthermore, a novel under-sampling method is designed for handling the dynamic class-imbalance problem caused by gradually evolved classes. In comparison to existing methods, CBCE can adapt well to all three cases of class evolution (i.e., emergence, disappearance and reoccurrence of classes). Since CBCE mines a data stream in an on-line manner, it is capable of rapidly keeping up with the gradual evolution of the data stream. Moreover, CBCE avoids maintaining a large size of base learners and makes it flexible to class evolution. Empirical studies verify the reliability of CBCE and show that it outperforms other state-of-the-art class evolution adaptation algorithms, not only in terms of the adaptation ability of various evolution scenarios but also the overall classification performance. However, CBCE still suffers from some drawbacks. For example, a disappearing class might be of less importance than non-evolved or emerging classes in some real-world applications. In such cases, since CBCE put more emphasis on evolved classes, its performance may decay on non-evolved classes. Besides, mining task for massive and complex evolved classes (e.g., minority classes with sub-concepts) is still difficult in data stream mining. A potential future work would be to expand CBCE to overcome these difficulties. 
